UCSD Design Lab Student Automation Team  
 aka: The Automation Playground

The People Centered Automation Group in the UCSD Design Lab, is seeking undergraduate researchers for the Fall 2020 quarter to participate in research and design projects for public and private clients. This is an exciting opportunity to collaborate on projects that combine HCD, speculative design, and design research while working with people across disciplines.

Students can choose to pursue research under various themes, mostly around projects including AI vehicle interfaces and public mobility, both in the real world as well as in driving simulators. Students will have the opportunity to share their research and meet with industry clients.

We are seeking students who can commit a minimum of 5 hours per week to maintain high quality research flow. The work is volunteer, undergrad students can sign up for a 199 independent study or credit on their co-curricular record. Students can list official affiliation with the Design Lab on their resume. Teams of 2-3 students are also welcome to apply. Women, students of color, and students of all abilities (even those without any experience) are encouraged to apply.

Please fill out an application to share your interest by September 11th for first consideration. We hope to begin project work the week of September 28. This opportunity is for the Fall 2020 quarter, but there may be opportunity for continuation or new participants in subsequent quarters.

Thank you!

Colleen Emmenegger  
Head, Design Lab People Centered Automation  
cemannenegger@ucsd.edu

Stephanie Sherman  
Phd Researcher, Speculative Design, Automation